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The Syringe Flow Wrapping Packing Machine, Model DS-350X, is a



cutting-edge packaging solution offered by Foshan Dession Packaging
Machinery Co., Ltd. This high-tech machine is designed for efficiency,
versatility, and precision in packaging syringes across various industries.
With a focus on meeting the diverse needs of customers, the DS-350X
ensures superior performance in packaging processes, ranging from
material transportation and coding to sealing, cutting, and final product
output. Its innovative features make it an ideal choice for applications in
the food, beverage, medical, and chemical industries.

 

 



 

 

304 Stainless Steel Construction: The equipment rack's contact
material is made of 304 stainless steel, ensuring compliance with food
safety standards (QS).

 

Safety Protection: Equipped with a comprehensive safety protection



system that adheres to enterprise safety management requirements,
prioritizing user safety.

 

Independent Temperature Control: The machine features an
independent temperature control system, guaranteeing accurate
temperature control for beautiful and flat sealings.

 

Servo Control Technology: Utilizing servo control for horizontal
sealing, vertical sealing, and feeding, the machine ensures precise
control, high reliability, and intelligent operation, contributing to high-
speed and efficient packaging.

 

User-Friendly Touch Screen Interface: The touch screen interface
allows the storage of various packaging process parameters for different
products. This feature enables easy product transitions without the need
for constant adjustments.

 

Fault Display System: The machinery incorporates a fault display
system, facilitating timely fault resolution and reducing the reliance on
manual intervention, enhancing operational efficiency.

 

Complete Packaging Process: From material transportation and coding
to bag making, sealing, cutting, and finished product output, the machine
provides an all-encompassing solution for the entire packaging process.

 

Customizable Bag Shapes: The machine can be configured to produce
pillow-shaped bags or other customized bag shapes based on specific
customer requirements.
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Customized bag maker
Fold and roll the film through the

metal panels on both sides to form a
bag shape 

 

High sensitivity cursor eye
Using a high sensitivity cursor

electric eye to accurately track the
color blocks of the roll film,



effectively preventing deviation
during the roll film process

 

Hot press sealing area
Independent PID temperature

control, heating double sided rotary
sealing, sealing the back of

packaged products to ensure
sealing

 



End seal cutting area
Rotate the constant temperature

heat sealing cutter to seal the front
and rear ends of the packaged

product to avoid curling or
loopholes in the sealing position
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With a professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with
satisfactory and technical service no matter which country you are in;
Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, and
maintenance are available for any buyer;
If you have any problem when using the machine and the videos can not
help, our technician will video chat with you to fix your problem;
(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting
services for you, but if you insist on the service overseas, the travel
expense and technician cost will paid by you.)



 

 

Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days, By Air, by Sea or by
Express (DHL etc)

 

FAQ

Q1. Are you a manufacturer?

A1: Yes, we are an experienced manufacturer with our own brand and
production lines, welcome to visit our factory at your convenient time.



 

Q2. How about the quality of products?

A2: Our technicians and QC teams test the products one by one using
aging lines, professional devices, and instruments to ensure the quality of
all products.

 

Q3. How about the price?

A3: We are a manufacturer and always offer our customers the most
competitive prices.

 

Q4. How to place an order?

A4: Contact with online service, or send an email to us directly, we will
reply to you with the product price, specifications, packing, etc. soon.
Thank you.

 

Q5. May I send samples to you for testing? 

A5: Yes! You are welcome to send us your products to test by our
machine.

 

Q6. How long is your delivery time?

A6: Generally it is 5-10 days if the goods are in stock. or it is 15-30 days if
the goods are not in stock.


